PROFESSIONALLY ENGINEERED TO CLEAN 1-1/4" TO 2-1/2" DIAMETER DRAIN LINES UP TO 35 FEET.

E L E C T R I C E E L

MODEL S

THE DRAIN CLEANER

WITH A STAINLESS

REPUTATION FOR

HANDLING SMALL

CLOGS
IMPROVED MACHINE
AND CABLE
COMBINATIONS
ARE VIRTUALLY
UNSTOPPABLE

1. Jacobs easy-to-tighten cable chuck, made of new composite material with hardened steel liner and jaws, fits securely in place and resists rust for longer life.
2. Lightweight stainless steel drum provides excellent durability and is corrosion resistant when exposed to harsh liquids.
3. Cast aluminum hand guard is designed for safety and ease-of-use.
4. Variable speed, 1/2” reversing drill with double ball bearing gear head for longer life is double insulated for increased operator protection and smooth, quiet performance.
5. All cables are constructed of certified music wire and IC cables have genuine galvanized aircraft wire inner core for long lasting operation.
   • 1/4”, 5/16” and 3/8” expanded end cable (E) available to open kitchen and bath drains or go down vents.
   • 5/16” and 3/8” expanded end inner core cable (EIC) is specially designed to tighten down and break through tough clogs while resisting kinks.
   • Drop head tools can be easily attached to 5/16” and 3/8” inner core cable (IC) via DH-4 fitting for a choice of cleaning tools with built-in drop head action.

Our Model S Kit Gives You All The Tools To Handle Small Drain Problems.
For More Information, Call 1-800-833-1212.

Electric Eel
DRAIN CLEANING TOOLS FOR PROFESSIONALS